
Package Air-conditioner Free Plan System Optional Parts
4-branch header (CMY-Y64-G-E)  8-branch header (CMY-Y68-G-E) 3 3 2 2 3

RG79V039H02

1. Observe the restrictions in refrigerant piping length and number of installation indoor units that are descscribed in outdoor unit
 installation manual.
2. The pipes branched using header cannot be further branched: Be sure to connect them to indooe units.
3. Use anti-oxidization brazing to connect header and pipes, plugs(7-10) or pipes(11-16). 
4. The header has stoppers: Insert the pipe to be connected all the way in until it stops.
5. There is no restriction on installation posture of header.
6. Take care that no foreign object, such as dust, enters the pipes during piping connection work.
7. Use heat insulator for all refregerant pipes. 

Notes
1: Components 9, 10, 12, 13, 15 marked * are not provided with 8-branch header (CMY-Y68).
2: Illustrations of components 2-4 are for 4-branch header.
3: Procure the following at local site: 1. Tape for sealing heat insulator and 2. Extension pipe for refrigerant circuit.
4: Use the 4-branch header when branching 3 pipes or more; 8-branch header when branching 5 pipes or more.

2 Take care with the following when performing work:

1 Make sure that all the following parts are in packing box before performing work:

3 Selecting refrigerant pipe size and using header

1. Procure pipes to be connected at local site.
2. Determine the sizes of pipes at each portion according to Tables 1-3.
3. The header is designed so that all pipes wiith sizes selected in step 2 can
 be connected.
 perfome connections referring to Fig. 1 and Tables 4-7.
 Connect each pipe to match the size, appropriately judging the
 following:
 Use without any processing, Use with part cut, or Use while connecting
 pipe.
4. Braze the provided plugs 1-4 (7)-(10) to stop up the pipe openings in
 headers which are not used.
5. if pipes are cut using pipe cutter, etc., deburr the pipes, remove any 
 foreing object, and then connected the pipes.

Size of pipe connected to outdoor unit

Size of pipe at branch

Size of pipe connected to indoor unit

4 Attaching pipe cover (heat insutlator)

Applicable models: Slim Multi S Series


